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Candidates are required to give their answers in theil oun words as far as practicable.

GROUP-A

1. Ansr.ver any qB ol tlie following questions:

a) Verify the final value theorem in connection rvith Laplaoe translorm fbr the lunction

t3 e-t
b) Detine wavelet function and analyze the paranreters involved in it.

c) De fine the inversion formula for Fourier translbrm ol the function /(x). What

happens ifl(r) is continuous.

d) If d(x,y) be the two-dirnensional Fourier transfbrm of a function G(x,y), then what

is the Fourier inversion formula to gel G(x,y) liom d(k, I).
e) If f @) denotes the Laplace transfbrm of the function f (t),t > 0, state the conditions

which /(r) must satisly so that F(p) exists.

f) Deline singular integral equation r'vith an exarnple.

GROTIP-B

2. Ansuer any roB of the lollowing questions: 4x4:16

a) Defi ne wavelet transform. Write dor'vn the main advantages of u avelet theory. Compare

the rvavelet translorm rvith Fourier translbrm.
b) Let F(k) and G (k) be the Fourier translorms ol f (x) and g (x) respectively detlned in

(--,*). Show that the Fourier transfolnr ol I:*f fu)S(x * u)du, can be expressed

in terms of the product F(k)C(/.). Hence prove that parseval's rclation

{i-lf Qarar, = li*lf (ira*.
c) If a and b are real constants, solve the lollouing integral equation: ax*bx2:

"x v(t)
Jn -1at'

lx-t )z

d) Find the Fourier transfbrm of the IIence evaluate

"o sinr
Js;dx

e) Evaluate L = U:Y auluy tt,e help of InitialValue theorem.

1) Solve ty"(t) + 2y'(t) + ty(t) = 0, subject to the condition y(0+) = 7,y(n) = 0,

P,T.O

4x2=8

r.unction f (x) =t3; [l I 3

(1)
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GROL]P-C

3. Ans'"r,'qr.any TWO of the tbllor.ving qucstions: 2x8: l6

a) (i) With'hclp of the resolvent kernel, flnd the solution of the integral equation y(x) =

t+x2+tr(ff)yl)dt.
(ii) Discuss the solutron procedure of homogeneous procedure of homogeneous

Fredholm integral equation ofthe second kind with degenerate kernel. 4+4

b) (i) Form an integral equation corresponding to the lbllorving dillerential equation

# * <r- ,) (#) + e-*y(x) : x3 - 5x, subject to conditions y(0) : -3 and

r'(o) = 4.
(ii) If r{/(t)} = F(p) which exists Real(p) ) y and H(t) is unit step tunction, then
prove that l'or any a, t{H( t - a) f (t - a)i = e-p" F (p), which exists for Real(p) >
v. 5+3

c) i) Reduce the lollorving BVP to an integral equation y"(x): -)"y(x) with boundary
condition ),(0) : 0, y(l): 0.

ii)Define Degenerate kcrnel with example. 6+2

d) Solve the follorving boundary value problern in the hallplace y > 0, describe by

PoE: *+*=0,-t1x<m,y)0dx: dy-

BCS: u(x,0) = f (x),-.r<x <o
u is bounded as yr @; u and ufrboth vanish as x]- -.
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